We show that the spontaneous compactification of the two-form gauge field theory from D = 4 + 1 to D = 3 + 1 leads to the same theory plus the Maxwell one. The vector Maxwell potential comes from the zero mode of the fifth component of the tensor gauge field in D = 5. We also show that the usual topological coupling involving vector and tensor gauge fields in D = 4 does not come from any theory formulated at D = 5.
1. It appears that quantum field theories we have to describe the real world in D = 4 have to be effective theories, in a sense that they result from the absorption of some degrees of freedom of more general theories. For example, the vector particles that carry the weak force are massful even though the corresponding gauge theory consider them initially massless. It is well-known that a way of circumventing this problem is by means of the spontaneous symmetry breaking together with the Higgs mechanism, where some scalar degrees of freedom disappear in a final effective theory in order that gauge particles become actually massive.
Another interesting aspect of mass generation for gauge fields, as it was initially pointed out by Cremmer and Scherk [1] , is by means of a vector-tensor gauge theory [2] where these fields are coupled in a topological way. Let me present some details of this mechanism in order to make some comparison with the work we are going to develop in this paper. The Lagrangian for the vector-tensor gauge theory with topological coupling is given by
where the antisymmetric stress tensors H µνρ and F µν are defined in terms of (antisymmetric) tensor and vector potentials B µν and A µ as
This theory is invariant by the gauge transformations
If one considers the path integral formalism and integrates out the tensor fields B µν , the resulting effective theory is massive for the vector field [3, 4] . This can be considered as an alternative mechanism of mass generation without Higgs bosons. We mention that the non-Abelian version of this theory requires some care, because its characteristic of reducibility is achieved only in the vanishing surface of the Maxwell stress tensor [5] , or by using a kind of Stuckelberg field [6] . However, in a particular sense, it can be used in the Salam-Weinberg theory to generate mass for the weak fields in a compatible way with the spontaneous symmetry breaking [7] .
Another argument that reinforce this point of view can be found in string theories. It is a well-known fact that consistent string theories can only be formulated in spacetime dimensions higher than D = 4. Consequently, the theories we have to describe the world in D = 4 might be effective theories of those ones formulated in, say, D = 10 or D = 11, and conveniently compactified to D = 4. Of course, it is not an easy task to know what are the original theories in D = 10 or D = 11, eventhough many efforts have been done in this direction [8] . However, it might be an interesting subject to investigate how the theories we have in D = 4 can come from extended theories formulated in spacetimes D > 4. In this sense we mention Kaluza-Klein [9] that is formulated in D = 5 as a pure Einstein theory and gives Einstein and Maxwell theories in D = 4. The gauge symmetry of the Maxwell theory is originated from the fifth spacetime coordinate transformation of the initial theory [8, 9] .
The purpose of the present paper is to follow a similar procedure as the KaluzaKlein one, but starting from a pure two-form gauge field theory in D = 5. We show that after spontaneous compactification of this theory, the electromagnetic Maxwell theory emerges naturally as the zero excitation of the infinite modes that appear in D = 4. Contrarily to Kaluza-Klein, the gauge symmetry does not come from a spacetime coordinate transformation, but from the fifth component of the tensor gauge symmetry. Another interesting aspect of this mechanism is that the photon field remains massless when tensor fields are integrated out. Only higher excitations become massive when this is done. We also show that the topological coupling term that appears in expression (1) does not come from the compactification of any term formulated at D = 5.
Let us start from the Lagrangian
where the stress tensor H M N P is defined as in (2) and the gauge transformation of B M N is similar to the first one given by (3). We are going to consider just the Abelian case in this paper.
In order to perform the spontaneous compactification to D = 3 + 1, we consider the tensor potential B M N split as
and we compactify the coordinate x 4 in a circle of radius R. We thus have the action
Developing the stress component H 4µν , we may write
where we have defined
with the purpose of making future comparison with the Maxwell theory. We notice that there would be inconsistencies if we try to do this by now. This is so because all the fields that appear in the expressions above depend on x µ and x 4 , and also because the gauge transformation of A µ is not the usual gauge transformation of the photon field. We observe that the gauge transformation for A µ is given by
Considering the development given by Eq. (7), the general form of the action turns to be
We now expand the fields B µν and A µ , as well as the gauge parameters Λ µ and Λ 4 , in terms of Fourier harmonics
Since the fields B µν and A µ are considered to be real, as well as the gauge parameters, we have that the Fourier modes must satisfy the conditions
Developing the terms of the action (10) by using the expansions above, we obtain after some algebraic calculation
Now, this theory is invariant for the gauge transformations
We then notice that −
is the Maxwell Lagrangian. In fact, from (14) we have that the gauge transformation of A (0)µ is just ∂ µ Λ (0) . Further, contrarily to the vector-tensor gauge theory in D = 4, the photon field A (0)µ does not acquire mass (for n = 0, A (n)µ and B (n)µν decouple). This just occurs for the other modes.
3. To conclude, we observe that the coupling we have obtained involving vector and tensor excitations in D = 4 is not the usual topological coupling we have seen at Eq. (1). If we intended to obtain a term like that, we could think to start from a more general theory than the one given by expression (4), and include a kind of Chern-Simon term like
where κ is some constant. However, if one develop the expression above, we just get
plus total derivatives. Terms like κ ǫ 4µνρλ A µ ∂ ν B ρλ cancel each others. Thus, we conclude that the topological term involving A µ and B µν in D = 4 does not come from a compactification of general theories formulated in D = 5.
